The belted integrated treadmill is a motorized treadmill that achieves top speeds of 8 mph and is adjustable in 1/10th mph increments. It comes with two removable handrails that can be positioned on each side, in the front, back, or removed completely. For a more challenging running experience, running on the SwimEx integrated treadmill against the powerful SwimEx current increases the intensity with the added bonus of a core workout.

**Technical Specifications:**

- Belted treadmill (similar to land based treadmills)
- Variable speeds up to 8 mph

Running surface length: 46.5” (118 cm)
Running surface width: 18” (45.7 cm)
Treadmill bed length: 48” (122 cm)
Treadmill bed width: 24.5” (62.2 cm)
Approximate weight of bed: 125 lbs. (56.69 kg)

Available in the following professional and residential models: Triton, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, & Plunge Pools.

**Electrical:**
Motor: 2 HP, 208-240V input, 1725 RPM Variable Frequency

**Mechanical:**
Pulley System: 2:1 timing belt pulley system
Seal: 1” (2.54 cm) diameter carbon and ceramic type pump seal for rotational shaft
Bearing: 1” (2.54 cm) diameter high speed flange bearing

**Frame Construction:**
Sides: 10” (25.4 cm) fiberglass C channel
Cross Beams: 4” (10.16 cm) fiberglass C channel

**Bearings:** IGUS composite bushing type bearings

A 24” (69.96 cm) wide belt is also available on SwimEx professional models: 800 T, 1000 T, 1500 T and Triton.

**SwimEx EDGE Monitor:** Designed to operate both the treadmill and water current, this system displays speed, time, pre-set workouts, and let’s you create personalized interval workouts. Note: The SwimEx EDGE Monitor is standard on all professional models and is an option on residential pools.
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